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Key Points:
 The contribution of the ENSO to sea
level is quantiﬁed using CSEOFs
 ENSO can contribute up to 20 cm of
sea level change along the U.S. west
coast
 On short time scales, climate
variability contributes signiﬁcantly to
sea level
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Abstract Although much of the focus on future sea level rise concerns the long-term trend associated
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with anthropogenic warming, on shorter time scales, internal climate variability can contribute signiﬁcantly
to regional sea level. Such sea level variability should be taken into consideration when planning efforts to
mitigate the effects of future sea level change. In this study, we quantify the contribution to regional sea
~o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Through cyclostationary empirical orthogonal function
level of the El Nin
analysis (CSEOF) of the long reconstructed sea level data set and of a set of U.S. tide gauges, two global
modes dominated by Paciﬁc Ocean variability are identiﬁed and related to ENSO and, by extension, the
Paciﬁc Decadal Oscillation. By estimating the combined contribution of these two modes to regional sea
level, we ﬁnd that ENSO can contribute signiﬁcantly on short time scales, with contributions of up to 20 cm
along the west coast of the U.S. The CSEOF decomposition of the long tide gauge records around the U.S.
highlights the inﬂuence of ENSO on the U.S. east coast. Tandem analyses of both the reconstructed and tide
gauge records also examine the utility of the sea level reconstructions for near-coast studies.
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1. Introduction
Rising sea levels threaten to permanently impact coastal infrastructure and ecosystems. In many coastal
and island populations around the world, the effects of sea level rise are already being experienced [Church
et al., 2013]. While the impact of sea level change will be felt across the globe through the long-time scale
inundation of coastal waters associated with secular global mean sea level rise, of similar concern for planning, adaptation, and mitigation efforts is the change in sea level occurring on shorter time scales. Such variations—considered here occurring on time scales ranging from interannual to decadal—have the potential
to exacerbate the effects of the underlying trends in sea level by providing higher sea levels over which
storms travel. Several recent studies have highlighted the potential for increased impact of storm surges
superimposed on higher mean sea levels [Cooper et al., 2008; Kirshen et al., 2008; Tebaldi et al., 2012; Wahl
et al., 2014]. Addressing and mitigating the effects of future changes in sea level thus involves not only
accurately projecting future sea level rise, but also understanding and quantifying the additional contributions arising from internal variability.
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The long-term secular trend in sea level is only one piece of the puzzle when considering sea level at a speciﬁc
location at some point in the future. The regional sea level trends estimated over the satellite altimetry time
period (from 1993 to present) are greater than 10 mm/yr in some locations and negative in others [Cazenave
and Llovel, 2010; Mitchum et al., 2010]. In particular, in the past 20 years, sea level has increased more than
20 cm in the western tropical Paciﬁc, with some of this likely a result of decadal variability [e.g., Merriﬁeld et al.,
2012] and some a result of anthropogenic forcing. On shorter time scales, the regional effect on sea level from
internal climate variability could potentially exceed this 20 cm. Quantifying the contribution of internal variability and understanding the potential increases and decreases resulting from such variability on local levels
becomes an important task when evaluating sea level risks, including those resulting from storm surge. This
internal climate variability also serves to mask the underlying anthropogenic warming signal observed in sea
level [e.g., Meyssignac et al., 2012; Hamlington et al., 2011a, 2014a]. By estimating and removing the contribution of internal variability to sea level, it is possible to gain an improved understanding of the underlying secular sea level trend and assess the possibility of an acceleration in sea level rise.
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~o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) to regional and
In this paper, we focus on the contribution of the El Nin
coastal sea level, with particular focus on the coastlines of the United States. To assess the impact of ENSO,
we rely on cyclostationary empirical orthogonal function (CSEOF)-based global sea level reconstructions
using over 20 years of satellite altimeter data and 60 years of tide gauge data. Through this analysis, the
impact of the Paciﬁc Decadal Oscillation (PDO), viewed here as low-frequency variability intrinsically related
to ENSO, is also evaluated. While predicting and projecting the impacts of future ENSO events is a challenge, by examining the range of ENSO-related sea level variability over the past half-century, a general
range can be placed on how much sea level rise or fall is expected to result from ENSO events in the future
and how this is affected by the phase of low-frequency variability arising from the PDO. Constraining the
possible effects of ENSO provides important information both for the near-term and long-term study of sea
level.

2. Data
The modern satellite altimetry record spans only 22 years, making it difﬁcult to separate longer-scale internal climate variability from secular trends and acceleration [e.g., Church and White, 2006, 2011; Hamlington
et al., 2011a; Woodworth et al., 2009]. Historical measurements of sea level from tide gauges extend back as
far as the beginning of the nineteenth century [Holgate et al., 2013]. While providing long records, the
measurements from tide gauges are generally sparse, particularly before 1950. However, by combining the
dense spatial coverage of satellite altimetry with the long record length of the tide gauges, it is possible to
reconstruct sea level on global scales to examine longer time scale climate signals and assess their contribution to sea level both regionally and globally [e.g., Chambers et al., 2002; Church et al., 2004; Hamlington
et al., 2011b; Meyssignac et al., 2012]. Sea level reconstructions interpolate in situ tide gauge measurements
(generally on a global scale) back in time using basis functions (i.e., spatial patterns) derived from satellite
altimetry data or, in some cases, model data. The result is a data set with the spatial resolution of the satellite altimetry data, and the record length of the tide gauge data. In this paper, CSEOF reconstructed sea level
from 1950 to 2010 [Hamlington et al., 2011b, 2014b] is used. This data set is publicly available from the
NASA/JPL Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center (PO.DAAC). The details of the reconstruction technique and resulting data set will not be described at length here, and the reader is referred to
the cited references for additional information. For comparison and to examine the reconstructed data near
the coasts, we also directly use and analyze the long-term tide gauge records spanning 1950 to present
located along the coasts of the United States. We focus here on the U.S. coastlines as test case to evaluate
the reconstruction near the coast, although future studies will involve the analysis of tide gauges on a wider
scale. These monthly records were obtained from the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) and
were used with minimal editing and ﬁltering before performing the analysis. Finally, the Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanography (AVISO) merged multialtimeter sea surface height data
from 1993 to present are used for comparison to the reconstructed sea level and to a set of tide gauge
records.

3. CSEOF Analysis of Reconstructed Sea Level
The CSEOF method decomposes space-time data into a series of modes comprised of a spatial component (known hereafter as the loading vector (LV)), and a corresponding temporal component (known
hereafter as the principal component time series (PCTS)) [Kim et al., 1996; Kim and North, 1997]. The main
difference between the CSEOF technique when compared to more traditional EOF analyses is that the
CSEOF LVs are time varying over a speciﬁed nested period. The spatial patterns of many known phenomena in climate science and geophysics change in time with well-deﬁned periods in addition to ﬂuctuating
at longer time scales. In other words, typical responses of a physical system are not stationary but evolve
and change over time. By relaxing the stationarity imposed on EOF LVs, CSEOFs can provide a better representation of climate variability. CSEOFs also reduce mode mixing, which is a common problem with
EOF decomposition.
In CSEOF analysis, the temporal evolution related to an inherent physical process is captured in the LV,
while the corresponding PCTS explains the amplitude of this physical process through time. The nested
period of the CSEOF analysis is selected a priori, with the decision usually based on some physical
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understanding or intuition regarding the signal to be studied. When studying the annual signal known to
be present in many geophysical data sets, for instance, a nested period of 1 year is chosen. The resulting LV
would contain twelve spatial maps (when using monthly data) and would describe the physical evolution
of the annual cycle through the year. In other words, for the northern hemisphere, the LV would show
higher sea level in in the late summer months transitioning to lower sea level in the later winter months
(see Hamlington et al. [2011a] for further details). The PCTS then describes the amplitude change—or
strength—of the annual cycle from year to year.
In this study, a nested period of 2 years is selected for the CSEOF decomposition. This decision is based
~o) and cold
primarily on the biennial tendency of ENSO. Rasmusson et al. [1990] described warm (El Nin
~a) phases of ENSO as part of a biennial cycle that is modiﬁed by a lower-frequency mode with peri(La Nin
ods of 4–5 years. Here the goal is to capture the transition from the warm phase of ENSO to the cold
phase of ENSO (and vice versa) in a single CSEOF mode, making the 2 year nested period a natural choice
based on the Rasmusson et al. [1990] description. Two other studies—Kim [2002] and Yeo and Kim
[2014]—provide a more detailed study of the nested period and established a physical explanation for
extracting tropical Paciﬁc Ocean variability with a 2 year nested period. Particularly relevant for the present study, Yeo and Kim [2014] ﬁnd that with a 2 year CSEOF decomposition of 140 years of sea surface
temperature (SST), two dominant global modes of variability focused primarily in the tropical Paciﬁc are
obtained and subsequently relate to ENSO. The ﬁrst mode describes low-frequency variability in the
Paciﬁc Ocean, signifying a link between the tropical Paciﬁc and northern Paciﬁc on interannual to decadal
time scales. Furthermore, the PCTS of this mode shows a strong correlation with the PDO index over the
full record. The second CSEOF mode represents the biennial oscillation of ENSO with the LV capturing the
~o and La Nin
~a events. The PCTS of this mode exhibits variations with a
phase transition between El Nin
period of roughly 4–5 years, likely representing the low-frequency modulation of the biennial oscillation
described in Rasmusson et al. [1990].
The goal of this study is to obtain two similar CSEOF modes from reconstructed sea level. As a ﬁrst step,
a CSEOF decomposition using a 2 year nested period of the 60 year reconstructed sea level data is conducted. The ﬁrst two global CSEOF modes after removing the trend (the least squares estimated trend at
each data point is removed prior to decomposition) explain 22% and 18% of the variance, respectively.
In order to obtain sea level modes describing similar variability as those found from the SST record, we
rely on CSEOF regression analysis (demonstrated in, for example, Yeo and Kim [2014]). This regression
technique provides CSEOF sea level modes that are related to corresponding CSEOF SST modes. In other
words, the analysis creates regressed sea level CSEOF LVs that have the same temporal evolution (PCTS)
as the two SST modes obtained in Yeo and Kim [2014]. Although the regression forces the LVs to have
the same (or similar) PCTS, it does not dictate that the resulting LVs be in phase. On the contrary, the
phase information of the LVs is built into the analysis through this regression, a signiﬁcant advantage
over other analysis/decomposition techniques. Since the LVs change in time over the nested period, the
CSEOFs provide for the possibility of one variable leading the other in the evolution of ENSO. The resulting set of LVs are said to be physically consistent and, assuming a regression relationship can be established, are analyzed in tandem to gain information about the signal or system of interest. The following
steps outline the procedure for obtaining LVs in one variable (in this case sea level, the predictor, labeled
with subscript P) that have the same PCTS as another variable (in this case SST the target, labeled with
subscript T):
1. Perform CSEOF decompositions of the target variable and the predictor variable over a common time
period.
2. Regress all predictor PCTS (in this study, i 5 1:imax, with imax 5 20) on each individual target PCTS
(n 5 1:nmax, with nmax 5 2 in present study for the two modes shown in Figures 1 and 2), to compute a
set of regression coefﬁcients, a:
X
PCTST;n ðtÞ5
ai;n PCTSP;i ðtÞ1eðtÞ
(1)
i

3. Use the regression coefﬁcients computed in (2), along with the original predictor loading vectors, LVP, to
form the regressed predictor variable spatial patterns, LVRp (r, t), with amplitude ﬂuctuations described by
PCTST(t):
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Figure 1. Regressed CSEOF sea level mode from a 2 year nested period decomposition representing the low-frequency ENSO variability. (Top) The averaged seasonal LVs for years 1 and
2 (units of cm) and (bottom) the corresponding PCTS (dimensionless), with the PDO index shown for comparison.

LVRP;n ðr; tÞ5

X

ai;n LVP;i ðr; t Þ

(2)

After performing the same CSEOF decomposition of the Extended Reconstruction SST [Smith et al., 2008] as
done in Yeo and Kim [2014], we regress the 2 year CSEOF reconstructed sea level modes on to the ﬁrst two
SST modes. In total, 20 CSEOF sea level modes are used in the regression. Beyond this number, the regression procedure begins to over ﬁt the data and leads to the addition of noise in the regressed LVs. The
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Figure 2. Comparison of PDO computed from (a) AVISO data, and (b) CSEOF sea level reconstruction (units of cm). PDO is deﬁned here to be the ﬁrst (dominant) EOF of northern Paciﬁc
sea level variability. (c) The corresponding PCTS (dimensionless) for AVISO (red) and the reconstruction (black), along with the PDO index for comparison (blue).

resulting two regressed CSEOF modes are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The spatial pattern of the ﬁrst CSEOF
mode does not vary signiﬁcantly across the 2 year nested period, reﬂecting the low-frequency nature of the
variability captured in this mode (Figure 1). The sea level pattern in the tropical and equatorial Paciﬁc is similar to the well-known ENSO signal, with strong positive sea level values over the tropical eastern and central Paciﬁc. There is, however, signiﬁcant variability in the North Paciﬁc, with the spatial pattern showing a
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similar structure to the PDO [Mantua et al., 1997; Mantua and Hare, 2002; Cummins et al., 2005]. More specifically, in its positive phase (shown in the LVs of Figure 1), higher sea level near the coastlines wraps around
a core of lower sea level in the north central Paciﬁc. Indeed, the PCTS of this mode shows a strong correlation of 0.80 with the 2 year moving average of the monthly PDO index. Several studies have recently suggested that the low-frequency variability of ENSO is modulated by decadal variability (PDO) in the north
Paciﬁc [Gu and Philander, 1997; Latif et al., 1997; Barnett et al., 1999; Kleeman et al., 1999; Pierce et al., 2000;
Vimont et al., 2003]. As with the SST mode in Yeo and Kim [2014], the CSEOF sea level mode likely represents
the link between the tropical Paciﬁc and the north Paciﬁc—and by extension the link between ENSO and
the PDO—on long time scales. While the argument could be made that this mode should be referred to
as the PDO, the sea level mode extracted here is global in scale whereas the PDO is by deﬁnition constrained to the northern Paciﬁc Ocean. More speciﬁcally, the PDO is deﬁned to be the ﬁrst EOF mode of
either north Paciﬁc SST [e.g., Mantua and Hare, 2002] or north Paciﬁc sea level [e.g., Cummins et al., 2005].
For comparison and veriﬁcation that the sea level reconstruction captures this variability, the ﬁrst EOF is
computed from both AVISO and sea level reconstruction data using only data from the northeast Paciﬁc (as
deﬁned in Cummins et al. [2005]). The two modes agree very well both spatially and temporally (Figure 2),
with the agreement improving when the EOF decompositions are computed from data sets using only data
from the overlapping time period. Comparing the EOF LV to the same region in Figure 1 ﬁnds a similar
spatial pattern albeit with a slightly smaller amplitude in the reconstruction, which likely results from computing the modes over disparate regions with differing variability. For ease of discussion and to distinguish
the global mode (Figure 1) from the regional PDO mode (Figure 2), the global mode will be referred to as
an ENSO mode and will be interpreted as representative of the low-frequency variability of ENSO.
The second CSEOF mode (Figure 3), on the other hand, depicts the biennial oscillation between positive and
negative ENSO events. The maximum amplitude is found at the end of the calendar year, with the preceding
months capturing the buildup to the warm and cold events (following the description in Rasmusson et al.
[1990] and others). The PCTS clearly shows the strong ENSO events in 1972/1973, 1982/1983, and 1997/1998
~o events is negative in the PCTS as it begins on an
(note the sign for the 1972/1973 and 1982/1983 El Nin
even year rather than an odd year, an artifact of the 2 year nested period). In addition to strong variability in
the tropical Paciﬁc, the Indian Ocean also shows a pattern consistent with the Indian Ocean Dipole [e.g., Saji
et al., 1999] and/or the Indian Ocean Subtropical Dipole [e.g., Suzuki et al., 2004] that is oscillating with a similar
2 year frequency. While the variability associated with the Indian Ocean will not be discussed at length here,
the variability exhibited by this mode outside of the Paciﬁc Ocean highlights its global nature.

4. The Contribution of ENSO to Regional Sea Level
Having extracted two independent modes explaining internal variability in the Paciﬁc Ocean related to ENSO
across a range of time scales, the contribution of ENSO to regional sea level over the past 60 years can be
assessed. Since the goal is to identify general ranges of possible sea level contributions, extensive error estimates and discussion thereof are beyond the intentions of this paper and will not be presented. Error in the
sea level reconstruction is discussed in Hamlington et al. [2011b], and the large values (tens of centimeters)
given here are much larger than the associated error, particularly for the dominant modes of variability like
ENSO in the reconstructed data set. To quantify the possible range of ENSO-related sea level change, the maximum and minimum value in the last 60 years resulting from each mode is evaluated at every location across
the globe to establish a range of possible sea level values. Figure 4 shows the spatial patterns for the maximum and minimum values for the combined modes (a and b) in addition to the contributions from modes 1
(c and d) and 2 (e and f) individually. In the tropical Paciﬁc, the maximum and minimum values of modes 1
and 2 have very similar spatial patterns. However, the maximum contribution to sea level is generally lower
for the low-frequency mode when compared to the contribution from the biennial mode. In the eastern
Paciﬁc, the biennial CSEOF ENSO mode is associated with almost half a meter of sea level change in the deep
ocean of the eastern equatorial Paciﬁc, with values approaching 30 cm for islands in the western Paciﬁc and
coastlines of South America. Additionally, mode 2 has a much larger sea level signal along the west coasts of
North and South America. Depending on the phase, it is possible for the signals captured by the two modes
to constructively or destructively combine. To evaluate the combined contribution, the two modes are ﬁrst
summed and then the maximum and minimum values for the last 60 years at each location are computed. As
seen in Figures 4a and 4b, peak to peak values in the eastern Paciﬁc are larger than either of the individual
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Figure 3. Regressed CSEOF sea level mode from a 2 year nested period decomposition representing the biennial oscillation of ENSO. (top) The averaged seasonal LVs for years 1 and 2
(units of cm) and (bottom) the corresponding PCTS (dimensionless).

mode contributions. When the two modes combine in a constructive manner, regional sea levels in the equatorial and tropical Paciﬁc can increase or decrease upward of 60 cm on relatively short time scales. Furthermore, sea level along the U.S. west coast can increase on the order of 20 cm.
At this point, it should be noted that it is possible that not all of the ENSO variability is captured in the two
modes shown in Figures 1 and 3. Recent studies have suggested that several modes are needed to capture
the full spectrum of ENSO variability [e.g., Compo and Sardeshmukh, 2010]. However, the interannual-todecadal variability associated with ENSO does appear to be well captured in these two modes. To test this,
we computed the variance explained by these two modes at each point across the globe. In many locations
in the tropical Paciﬁc, these two modes explain near 80% of the total reconstructed sea level variance (Fig~o-3.4 index from the total sea level reconstruction and from the leadure 5). Additionally, computing the Nin
ing two modes shows that the large sea level change associated with the strong ENSO events is almost
entirely captured by the ﬁrst two modes (Figure 5b). These two tests combined with previous comparisons
of the sea level reconstruction and satellite altimeter data [Hamlington et al., 2011b] provide conﬁdence
that we are capturing the majority of the ENSO variability in the reconstruction on the time scales of interest
and in the study region, although further tests need to be conducted regarding whether other regions of
the world are similarly well explained.

5. Contribution of ENSO to Coastal Sea Level
We have estimated the ENSO-induced sea level change on basin-wide scales; however, the potential contribution of ENSO to sea level change near the coast may be perhaps of greater importance. By focusing on
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Figure 4. (left) Maximum and (right) minimum contributions to regional sea level from 1950 to 2010, for (middle) ﬁrst mode only, (bottom) second mode only, and (top) combined ﬁrst
and second modes. Units are in centimeters.

the west and east coasts of the United States, we not only estimate the ENSO-induced sea level change
along these coastlines but also evaluate the utility of the reconstruction for near-coast applications in general. There are two potential problems with sea level reconstructions near the coasts: (1) the accuracy of the
satellite altimeter data upon which the reconstruction is based decreases when approaching the coast for a
number reasons, including the inadequacy of corrections (e.g., wet troposphere, tides, etc.) near the coast,
difﬁculties in estimating the mean sea level over the continental slope and shelf, and issues of land contamination in the altimeter and radiometer footprints near the coast; and (2) how well the tide gauges represent the interior/deep ocean signal and vice versa [e.g., Vinogradov and Ponte, 2011]. To date, there have
been no comprehensive studies using sea level reconstructions to study coastal sea level signals. A combination of altimetry, tide gauge and sea level reconstruction data, is useful, therefore, to both quantify the
ENSO contribution to sea level along the coasts of the United States and evaluate the quality of the reconstruction near the coast.
Sea level change and the associated trends along the coasts of the United States have been the focus of
several recent studies [e.g., Merriﬁeld et al., 2012; Bromirski et al., 2011; Zhang and Church, 2012; Moon et al.,
2013; Thompson et al., 2014; Thompson and Mitchum, 2014; Woodworth et al., 2014]. During the satellite
altimeter record, trends off the U.S. west coast have been ﬂat and generally lower than the trend in global
mean sea level [Bromirski et al., 2011]. Sea level along the Paciﬁc coast of North America is correlated with
ENSO and the PDO [Enﬁeld and Allen, 1980; Chelton and Davis, 1982; Cummins et al., 2005]. Using the CSEOF
analysis conducted here, we can begin to assess the combined contribution of the two independent modes
related to ENSO across a range of time scales. As a ﬁrst check, the combined contribution of the two modes
shown in Figures 1 and 3 is estimated at the nearest point to three west coast tide gauges with records
spanning the entire reconstruction time period. In Figure 6, the ENSO contribution from the two modes is
compared to both the tide gauge data (detrended over the full record available at each gauge, annual cycle
removed, inverted barometer correction applied) and AVISO satellite altimetry data (detrended, annual
cycle removed, inverted barometer correction applied) for the tide gauges in San Francisco (a), San Diego
(b), and Crescent City (c). For each of the three locations, the contribution of the ENSO modes agrees very
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Figure 5. Percentage of variance explained in original reconstructed data set by combined ENSO modes. (b) Sea level analogue of the temperature-based Nino-3.4 index computed
from combined ENSO modes (red) and full reconstructed sea level data set.

well with the AVISO satellite altimetry with the two showing very similar amplitudes for the 1997/1998 El
~o. Both the reconstructed ENSO modes and AVISO satellite altimetry data, however, show reduced
Nin
amplitudes when compared to the tide gauge data. This is particularly apparent in the comparison between
~o, which was at least as large in the tide gauge
the reconstruction and tide gauges for the 1982/1983 El Nin
records as the 1997/1998 event. There are a number of reasons why this discrepancy between the tide
gauge data and reconstruction/altimetry may exist. Perhaps the simplest explanation is the difference in
location between the tide gauge and the nearest point in the sea level reconstruction. The sea level reconstruction does not extend all the way to the coastline and is computed on a half-degree grid that does not
provide data at the exact location of the tide gauge. The inability to extend the reconstruction closer to the
coast with a higher resolution than provided by a half-degree grid could also result in missing variability
associated with near-coast oceanographic processes. As another possibility, global modes might not be
able to fully explain regional variability and a more targeted regional analysis made lead to improvement.
Finally, as suggested above, it is also possible that the sea level measurements from the altimetry are not
representative of the tide gauge record. This could result from errors in the altimetry measurement or processing of the AVISO data product near the coast, but more likely is the result of differences between the
local sea level response to ENSO at the tide gauges and the open/deep ocean response measured by the
altimetry, and thus captured in the reconstruction. Using a spectral approach, Subbotina et al. [2001]
~o gave rise to enhanced sea level variability at west
showed that both the 1982/1983 and 1997/1998 El Nin
coast tide gauges at periods of days to weeks because of passing atmospheric systems. Further, they found
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Figure 6. Comparison between the tide gauge data, 2 year ENSO mode contribution from the sea level reconstruction, and AVISO data for the tide gauges of (a) San Francisco, (b) San
Diego, and (c) Crescent City. For the AVISO data and reconstruction, the nearest data point to the actual tide gauge location is used. Data are detrended and the inverted barometer correction has been applied to the tide gauge and AVISO data.

that much of the sea level variability observed at mid to high latitudes along the west coast was associated
with an atmospheric teleconnection that gave rise to ampliﬁcations in coastal sea level pressure and wind
stress. Based on the conclusions of this study, the response to ENSO on coastal sea level is inextricably tied
to the open ocean signal as captured by the reconstructed ENSO modes shown in Figures 1 and 3, but the
actual change in sea level at the coast during an ENSO event can be enhanced by synoptic-scale atmospheric variability and coastally linked processes.
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Figure 7. ENSO CSEOF mode (units of centimeters) obtained using a 1 year decomposition of the sea level reconstruction (background) and U.S. coastal tide gauge data (overlaying ﬁlled
circles). Seasonally averaged LV patterns are provided in the top plots with the corresponding PCTS shown in the bottom plot. The MEI is shown for comparison to the PCTS.

To further address the discrepancy in the coastal ENSO signal observed by the tide gauges and the sea level
reconstruction, CSEOF decompositions are performed directly on the long tide gauge records available
along the coasts (both east and west) of the United States. Only tide gauge records with small gaps during
the 60 year time period from 1950 to present were used, and as necessitated by the CSEOF technique, these
small gaps were ﬁlled using simple linear interpolation. The resulting tide gauges were ﬁrst decomposed
using CSEOF analysis with a 1 year nested period. This 1 year nested period was the same as that used to
create the original reconstruction (see Hamlington et al. [2014b] for more details) and provides a simple
comparison between the reconstruction and the tide gauges. The ﬁrst CSEOF mode in the reconstruction
has been linked to the conventional eastern-Paciﬁc ENSO in several previous studies [e.g., Hamlington et al.,
2011a, 2013, 2014b]. The ﬁrst CSEOF PCTS from the tide gauges has a correlation of 0.79 with the ﬁrst PCTS
from the reconstruction, but to make a direct comparison, the tide gauge PCTS are regressed on to the ﬁrst
sea level reconstruction PCTS. This allows for easier comparison of the CSEOF LVs from the two sets of data
since they will then have the same PCTS (or more exactly, similar PCTS given the limits of the regression
which provides a correlation of 0.98). The seasonal CSEOF LVs for the reconstruction (background) and tide
gauges (ﬁlled circles around the coastlines) are shown in the top plots of Figure 7. In the bottom plot of Figure 7, the PCTS explaining the temporal variation of these spatial patterns is shown and compared to the
Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI) [Wolter et al., 2011]. In January-February-March (JFM), the tide gauge-based
CSEOF LV shows stronger amplitudes than the reconstruction-based CSEOF LV. In particular, the ENSOrelated signal at higher latitudes along the west coast is generally smaller in the reconstruction than in the
tide gauges. Additionally, the east coast tide gauges are observed to have a signal associated with ENSO
that is not similarly captured by the reconstruction. This difference between the tide gauge LV and
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Figure 8. Low-frequency ENSO CSEOF mode obtained using a 2 year decomposition of the sea level reconstruction (background, as in Figure 1) and U.S. coastal tide gauge data (overlaying ﬁlled circles). The corresponding PCTS is shown in Figure 1.

reconstruction LV in JFM explains, in part, the discrepancy shown in Figure 6. In the other three seasons, the
correspondence between the tide gauge LV and reconstruction LV is much better. The two LVs also provide
information regarding the lag in the ENSO-signal between the east and west coast. While the ENSO signal
along the west coast in October-November-December (OND) strengthens considerably, the east coast
ENSO signal is negligible before subsequently strengthening in JFM. There also appears to be a distinction
between the ENSO-related signals north and south of Cape Hatteras, with the area to the south more heavily affected by ENSO-related sea level variability (similar results were obtained in Sweet and Park [2014]).
Similar to the study of Subbotina et al. [2001] along the west coast, a number of other studies have looked
at the link between ENSO and sea level variability at the tide gauges located along the southeast coast noting the increased storminess that occurs along the east coast as a result of ENSO-related variability [e.g.,
Sweet and Zervas, 2011; Thompson et al., 2013]. This increased storminess along the southeast coast discussed in these studies provides an explanation for the discrepancy between the tide gauges and
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Figure 9. Biennial oscillation ENSO CSEOF obtained using a 2 year decomposition of the sea level reconstruction (background, as in Figure 2) and U.S. coastal tide gauge data (overlaying
ﬁlled circles). The corresponding PCTS is shown in Figure 2.

reconstruction, as the short-term sea level variability associated with storms is unlikely to be captured by
the global patterns from satellite altimetry that serve as the basis for the reconstruction.
To compare the tide gauge data to the 2 year ENSO modes shown in Figures 1 and 3, a 2 year CSEOF
decomposition was conducted on the west and east coast tide gauges. The 2 year tide gauge LVs were
then regressed on the PCTS from the low-frequency and biennial oscillation ENSO modes to allow for direct
comparison between the reconstruction and tide gauges. The resulting LVs from the tide gauges are shown
in comparison to the reconstructed modes in Figure 8 (low-frequency ENSO mode) and Figure 9 (biennial
oscillation ENSO mode). The corresponding PCTS for these two modes are given in Figures 1 and 3, respectively. For the biennial oscillation mode (Figure 9), the agreement between the tide gauges and reconstruction is excellent throughout the 2 year period of the LV. Both sets of data exhibit an oscillation between El
~o and La Nin
~a with similar amplitudes. For the low-frequency ENSO mode, however, the west coast year
Nin
2 ENSO signal is reduced in magnitude compared to the tide gauges. With the CSEOF decomposition
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Figure 10. Contribution of ENSO (units of centimeters) to west coast sea level variability from 308N to 508N (y axis). (a) Contribution of combined 2 year low-frequency (Figure 1) and
biennial oscillation (Figure 2) ENSO modes estimated from sea level reconstruction. (b) Contribution of combined 2 year low-frequency (Figure 8) and biennial oscillation (Figure 9) ENSO
modes estimated from the tide gauges. (c) Contribution of 1 year ENSO mode (Figure 7) estimated from tide gauges.

starting in 1950, the year 2 JFM map corresponds to JFM of 1983. The reduced amplitude in the reconstruction relative to the tide gauge record suggests the reconstruction may be missing some low-frequency
ENSO-related variability. As seen in both the reconstruction and tide gauge data, the contribution of the
low-frequency ENSO mode to east coast sea level variability is generally small, suggesting most of the
~o and La Nin
~a
ENSO-related variability on the east coast is a result of the biennial oscillation between El Nin
(and vice versa).
As a ﬁnal method of analyzing the difference between the reconstruction and tide gauges, the reconstructed values from the two ENSO modes from within 28 of the west coast of the United States are averaged to create a time series of near-coast ENSO contribution at each latitude (Figure 10a). For comparison,
the tide gauge-measured contributions from the 2 year ENSO modes (as seen in Figures 8 and 9; Figure
10b) and the 1 year ENSO mode (as seen in Figure 7; Figure 10c) are also evaluated along the west coast. In
the reconstructed ENSO modes (Figure 10a), the amplitude of most ENSO events decreases as the latitude
increases. This is not similarly true in the tide gauge analysis. Furthermore, while the amplitudes for the
~o agree reasonably well, the effect of the 1982/1983 El Nin
~o on coastal sea level appears to
1997/1998 El Nin
be underestimated by the sea level reconstruction, consistent with the other results above and the study of
Thompson et al. [2014]. Finally, to underscore the importance of capturing both the low-frequency and bien~a events in the 1970s are estimated to have signiﬁcantly lower amplinial ENSO variability, the large La Nin
tude when using a 1 year CSEOF analysis. In the 2 year analysis of both the reconstruction and tide gauges,
the estimated amplitude was larger suggesting that the low-frequency mode that is likely missed by the 1
year analysis contributed signiﬁcantly to these events.

6. Summary and Discussion
Quantifying the contribution of internal variability and understanding the potential increases and decreases
resulting from such variability on local sea levels is important to adaptation and mitigation efforts. As discussed in this paper, sea level can change on the order of tens of centimeters on very short time scales (1
year). For comparison, the recent IPCC AR5 report [Church et al., 2013] projects global sea level to rise by a
similar amount by 2100 when considering the secular trend associated with anthropogenic warming. While
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this ENSO-related sea level variability has already been observed and experienced over the past 60 years, as
underlying sea level continues to rise as a result of anthropogenic warming, the impacts and consequences
of this interannual-to-decadal sea level change will be ampliﬁed. The contribution of ENSO and other internal variability in the coastal tide gauges must be accounted for when projecting future sea level changes
and designing efforts to mitigate the effects of rising sea levels.
To date, sea level reconstructions have seen little use for near-coast applications. Understanding how the
reconstruction relates to sea level measured at the tide gauges and represents sea level at coastlines with few
or no tide gauges has important implications for the role of reconstructions in coastal planning efforts. Assessing future sea level impacts needs to include an assessment of the contribution of internal variability like
ENSO in addition to contributions from anthropogenic sea level rise, tides, and storm surge, to name just a
few. As seen in Figure 6, the amplitude of the ENSO-related variability appears to be larger than that estimated from both the satellite altimetry data and sea level reconstruction. It is possible that other regions not
considered as part of this study could have even larger differences. While it is possible that this discrepancy is
related to problems in the underlying satellite altimetry data near the coast, it is more likely that the tide
gauge-measured sea level variability is affected by higher-frequency variability [e.g., Subbotina et al., 2001;
Thompson et al., 2013] that is difﬁcult to capture in the altimeter-based sea level reconstruction. Estimates of
the near-coast ENSO variability from the sea level reconstruction still provide valuable information regarding
how the deep ocean ENSO signal is related to coastal sea level variability. These estimates also provide a reasonable lower bound on the possible contribution of ENSO to coastal sea level. To create reconstructions that
more accurately reﬂect the actual sea level response at the coast, however, will likely take improvements and
reﬁnements in the reconstruction approach. This could include adopting an improved underlying satellite
altimeter product providing better measurements near the coast, or substituting actual tide gauge measurements back into the reconstruction, similar to what has been done for precipitation reconstructions [Smith
et al., 2012]. Additionally, it is possible that reconstructing only speciﬁc regions of interest as opposed to performing global reconstructions could lead to improvements in the ability to capture regional internal variability. In general, sea level reconstructions are global in scale, so considering the performance of such
reconstructions on regional levels as done here is important in evaluating their usefulness on smaller scales.
By separating the ENSO-related sea level variability into a low-frequency mode and a biennial mode using
CSEOFs, a better understanding of how ENSO affects sea level can be gained. The phasing of the two components of ENSO becomes important when considering the impact of future ENSO events. These two
modes also provide the opportunity to improve the understanding of the relationship between the Paciﬁc
Decadal Oscillation and ENSO. The ﬁrst CSEOF mode appears to link the variability in the north Paciﬁc to
that in tropical Paciﬁc, suggesting that the PDO is related to (or simply is) low-frequency ENSO variability.
Furthermore, by improving our physical interpretation and accounting for a portion of the sea level variability in the reconstructed and satellite altimetry sea level data sets, it is possible to remove this sea level variability and gain a better understanding of the underlying signal that is related to anthropogenic warming.
This is particularly relevant for the U.S. west coast that has experienced a well-documented lack of sea level
rise in the past 20 years, due in large part to internal variability [e.g., Bromirski et al., 2011]. While this study
focuses on Paciﬁc Ocean variability, similar studies could be conducted on other types of internal variability
in other parts of the global ocean. This study, however, demonstrates how advanced analysis techniques
like CSEOFs can be combined with the longer data record from the sea level reconstruction to estimate the
potential impacts of an important component of future regional sea level change. Although much of the
focus on future sea level rise concerns the long-term trend associated with anthropogenic warming, on
shorter time scales, internal climate variability can contribute signiﬁcantly to regional sea level. Such sea
level variability should be taken into consideration when planning efforts to mitigate the effects of future
~o-Southern
sea level change. In this study, we quantify the contribution to regional sea level of the El Nin
Oscillation (ENSO). Through cyclostationary empirical orthogonal function analysis (CSEOF) of the long
reconstructed sea level data set and tide gauges, two global modes dominated by Paciﬁc Ocean variability
are identiﬁed and related to ENSO and, by extension, the Paciﬁc Decadal Oscillation. By estimating the combined contribution of these two modes to regional sea level, we ﬁnd that ENSO can contribute up to half a
meter of sea level change on short time scales in some locations, with contributions of up to 20 cm along
the west coast of the U.S. Tandem analyses of both the reconstructed and tide gauge records also examine
the utility of the sea level reconstructions for near-coast studies, and based on the results here, further work
is required to provide a better representation of coastal sea level in global sea level reconstructions.
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